
 

Doctors at Fortis Mulund transplants heart onto a 4-year-old 
girl from Jalna 

 

~Green Corridor from Aurangabad to Mulund to transport the live heart was completed 
in record time of 01:34 Hours~ 

 

Mulund, Mumbai, June 23rd, 2018: A team of doctors at Fortis Hospital, Mulund successfully transplanted 

a heart onto a 4-year-old girl from Jalna here recently. It became possible when the parents of a 13-year-

old boy from Aurangabad consented to donate their beloved son’s organs. The boy was declared brain 

dead after he was rushed for treatment of injuries sustained in a road traffic accident at MGM Hospital in 

Aurangabad.  The team of doctors was led by Dr Anvay Mulay, Head of Cardiac Transplant Team, Fortis 

Hospital, Mulund.  

 

A green corridor from the donor hospital in Aurangabad to Fortis Hospital in Mulund was created for swift 

transplant of donated heart. The live heart was retrieved by Dr Satish Javali at MGM Hospital before it left 

in an ambulance to the Aurangabad airport at 01:50 PM. The ambulance reached at the airport at 01:54 

PM as it covered 4.8 kms in under 4 minutes. A chartered flight then carried the live heart to reach 

Mumbai airport at 03:05 PM. From the airport to Fortis Hospital in Mulund, the heart was transported in 

an ambulance to cover 18 kms in 19 minutes. A total distance of 323.5 kms from MGM Hospital in 

Aurangabad to Fortis Hospital in Mulund was covered through this green corridor in 01:34 hours.  

 

The recipient of the heart from Jalna, daughter of a farmer, was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy 

last year. She has been on the waitlist for heart transplant since May this year. The surgery went off 

smoothly and she is under observation.  

 

Conducting surgeon Dr Anvay Mulay, Head of Cardiac Transplant Team, Fortis Hospital, Mulund, said, 

“She has responded well to the treatment. We are constantly observing her. A heart transplant was 

essential to save her from her grave situation. It is brave and noble what the family of the donor did. They 

not only saved a life but also gave impetus to a noble cause of organ donation. It is never easy to accede 

to part ways with your beloved but it’s heartening to see people from various part of the country 

supporting organ donation. This will help save lot of people waiting for an organ.” 

The donor patient could not be saved from the Intracranial bleeding following his road accident despite 

the best efforts. After the patient was declared brain dead, Medical Social Workers counselled the grieving 



 

parents and explained the procedure of Organ Donation. Following consent, the donated organs are likely 

to save and enrich four lives waiting for an organ donation.   

 

Dr S. Narayani, Zonal Director, Fortis Hospital, Mulund, said, “We would like to thank the donor family 

for their brave decision that has helped strengthen the cause. With more families coming forward, making 

informed and thoughtful choices, we are seeing an increase in organs being donated enriching many more 

lives. We would also like to thank the ZTCC Mumbai, Police and Traffic officials in both cities, as well as 

other stakeholders who have played a key role in ensuring these transplants are carried out effectively and 

smoothly”.  

About Fortis Healthcare Limited:  
Fortis Healthcare Limited is a leading integrated healthcare delivery service provider in India. The healthcare verticals 
of the company primarily comprise hospitals, diagnostics and day care specialty facilities. Currently, the company 
operates its healthcare delivery services in India, Dubai, Mauritius and Sri Lanka with 45 healthcare facilities 
(including projects under development), approximately 10,000 potential beds and 368 diagnostic centres.  
 
For more information, please visit: http://www.fortisheartfailureprogram.com/  
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